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For any closed subset F of Rn, the zz-dimensional Euclidean space, @'F
denotes the space of all the distributions with support in F. As well known,
the space & of the distributions on Rn is complete and bornological, hence
barrelled, and the space @f

F is the closed subspace of &. In general, a closed
subspace of a bornological (resp. barrelled) space is not always bornological
(resp. barrelled). In this paper it is shown that ®'F is bornological and bar-
relled for any closed subset F. Spaces of this type are often encountered in
the applications of the theory of distributions. We shall also be concerned
with constructive structure of ^'Γ o, Γo being the first quadrant of Rn, because
of its importance in symbolic calculus [9].

In this paper we shall use the notations of L. Schwartz [6] without any
further reference.

1. Preliminaries. For our later purpose we need the following lemma
of Hirata [ 4 ] : Let E be the protective limit of a sequence of bornological
spaces Ej with epijective continuous mappings τtjJ+1: Ej+ι-+Ejt then E is bor-
nological under the condition that for any bouned subset Bj of Ej there exists
a bounded subset B of E such that τr/(J3)=By, where itj is the mapping of E
onto Ej determined by {τryfy+i}. It is to be noticed that this condition is satis-
fied if each Ej is a Silva space in the sense of Yoshinaga [10], that is, the dual
space of a Schwartz (F) space. To see this, we first show

PROPOSITION 1. If ψ is an epijective continuous mapping of a Silva space
H onto another G, then φ is epimorphic and any bounded subset of G is an image
of a bounded subset of H.

PROOE. Any Silva space is reflexive and is the dual of a Schwartz (F)
space. Therefore we may consider H (resp. G) as the dual of a Schwartz (F)
space K (resp. L). As φ is onto, it becomes the dual mapping of a monomor
phism ψ of L into K [1]. Then any equicontinuous subset of 1! (=G) is a ψ-
image of an equicontinuous subset of K'(= H) [2]. Since the space of type (F)
is a barrelled space, any equicontinuous subset of Kr (resp. L') is a bounded
subset of H (resp. G) and vice versa. As φ is onto, it is epimorphic [10]. The
proof is complete.

Let Bj be any bounded subset of Ej. We put 5, = τrί , l +io OTCJ^J (BJ) for
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i<j. Then B{ is a bounded subset of E{ since it is a continuous image of a
bounded subset. By Proposition 1, Bj is the Tr^y+i-image of a bounded subset
Bj+ι of #y+i. By repeating this process, we obtain a sequence {#/}î /<°°5 where
J9/ is a bounded subset of Eh This sequence defines a bounded subset B oΐ E
such that τrj(B)=Bj.

We note that any closed subspace of a Silva space is a Silva space [10].

2. Main theorem. As well known, the space Q) of the indefinitely dif-
ferentiable functions defined on Rn with compact support is the inductive limit
of the spaces QJ-QJ of the functions of 2 whose supports are contained in Qh

where QΊ is a cube {xe Rn: \ %x | < λy, • • , | %n | < λy} with λy t °° Therefore the
space 2>' of the distributions is the protective limit of the spaces Q)'-Q. (dual of
@Qj) with projections 7ry,y+i: ^'gy+i-*^'<jyand7Γy: &'-+&'-$. (; = 1, 2, •••)• Any
element ξ of QI'Q. is, by definition, a continuous linear form on @QJ9 and the-
refore a restriction T\Qj of a distribution T to Qy owing to the extension theo-
rem of Hahn-Banach. Therefore ξ is identified with a distribution on Qj of the
form Όpf f being an element of the space C(Qj) of the contiunous functions on

Qj, D = — — and p a non-negative integer. Here we have for any φ e @ Q.
OXχ • OXn

 J

(1) ξ(φ)=( - l)np \ _ /(*)
jQj

Conversely any such Όpf defines a continuous linear form ξ according to the
equation (1). Therefore we can identify ΦQ. with the set of all such restric-
tions T\Qj. Pietsch has shown t h a t / m a y be taken to be equal to zero on the
boundary Qj [5]. As well known, since the space ®Q. is a Schwartz (F) space,
@'QJ is a Silva space. On account of the remark made in Section 1 we see that
& is bornological and barrelled.

It is almost clear that <3'F becomes the protective limit of the sequence
{τtj(9r

F)\ TT̂ y+i} with projection τry,y+1: 7tj+1(@F)-^7tj(@F). We shall denote
by e (Qj) the subspace {T\Qj: Te®', supp. (T\Qj)CFίΛQj}. Then (£(ρ;) is a
closed subspace of @'-QP whence it is a Silva space. It is clear that τtj(βF) C

Therefore from the discussions made in Section 1 we obtain

PROPOSITION 2. @'F is bornological and barrelled, when the following con-
dition is satisfied for any j :

(*) If Te & is any distribution such that the support of T\Qj is contained
in Fr\Qj9 then there exists an element S e @'F such that S\Qj=T\Qj.

The condition (*) represents the fact that TΓ/^J ) coincides with (£(Qy), so
that τtj(®F) becomes a Silva space.

We can show that if Fr\Qj is compact for any / the condition (*) is satis-
fied. In fact, let UCQj be a compact neighbourhood of Fr\Qj, and let a be a
function of 2 such that it is equal to 1 on a neighbourhood WCU° (the interior
of U) of FίΛQj and vanishes outside U. Let T be any distribution with supp.
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(T\Qj)CFr\Qj. If we take S as aT then it is clear that S is a distribution of
Q>'F which satisfies the condition (*).

By making use of Proposition 2 we shall show

THEOREM. Let F be any closed subset of Rn, then the space Q}'F is bornolog-

ical and barrelled.

PROOF. We first assume that there exist two closed subsets Fu F2 with
the properties :

(i) F=F1VJF2.

(ii) There exists a partition a-hβ = 1 of the unity such that (supp. a)r\
FCFλ and (supp. β)r\FCF2.

(iii) There exist {Qy}, {Q' } such that Q'jί\Fu Q"r\F2 are compact for
each/, where {Qy}, {QJ} are increasing sequences of such cubes as defined
above in this section.

Then by the remark after Propostion 2, Q>Fl and QiF<1 are bornological and
barrelled. Now consider the continuous linear mapping θ: (Tu T2)-+TιJrT2

of @'Fl x $F2 into ®'F. We first show that θ is onto. We put Ti = aT, T2 = βT
for any T e @'Fi then by the assumption (ii) we see that (7\, T2) e @Fl x &Fv

and Tι + T2 = T. Furthermore if T->0 in &'F, then 7\ (resp. T2)-^O in &Fι

(resp. ^ F 2 ) Therefore the mapping # is epimorphic. As Θ'Fι x ̂ ^ 2 is borno-
logical and barrelled, so is also QιF.

It remains to show the existence of Fx and F2 with the properties descri-

bed above. Let Cj be the subset \x e Rn\ J%{\ </ + ^, i = 1, 2, , /z, but [#/1 >y —

1 — ̂  for some ii. Then {Cj} ( = 1, 2, •) defines an open covering of Rn. Let

{a.j} be a partition of the unity subordinate to this covering. Now put

Fλ=F Γ\(\J jit C2J-l), F 2 = FA(V7;"l C2i),

a = -Σj-i Λ2i-i, β = Σ;=i a2j.

Then we obtain

(supp. a)r\FC(\JjZi C2)-i)r\F=Fu

(supp. β)r\FC(\Jj~i C2])r\F=F2.

Let Q'j and QJ be the cubes{a; e R": \x;\ <2j - 1 + -ί s= 1, 2, , ?z} and {« e Λκ:

\xi\ <2/+ — , £=1, 2, •••, z} respectively, then it is easy to see that {Qfi, {Qy}

satisfy (iii). This completes the proof.
It is remarked that the similar arguments with necessary modifications
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can be applied to establish that Q}F(S) is bornological and barrelled, where
3ι'{β) is the space of the distributions defined on an open subset ΩCRn and
@r

F(Ω) is its subspace consisting of the distributions on Ω with support con-
tained in a closed subset FC Ω.

By the way we can see the following properties of @'F. A locally convex
topological vector space E is called a Montel space, if it is barrelled and
any bounded subset of E is relatively compact. The space @'F is barrelled and
a closed subspace of & which is a Montel space, so that Q>'F is also a Montel
space, hence reflexive. Since & is nuclear @r

F is also a nuclear space [2].
3. Space @Γo. As shown in the preceding theorem, @'F is bornological

and barrelled for any closed subset F of Rn. However, as shown below, the
condition of Proposition 2 can be directly verified in most practical cases con-
sidered in the applications of the Schwartz theory of distributions.

Let F be the closed subset Γo = {x: xλ :> O, , xn 2> 0} and Qj be any open
cube {x: [ xλ | < λy , [ xn | < λy }. As stated in Section 2, for any element T e 3f\
the restriction T\Qj can be written in the form Όpf with fe C(ρy). Put Q'~
Γor\Qj. We first show that if the support of T\Qj is contained in Qy, we can
take / to vanish outside Qy To this end we can make use of a projective oper-
ator P(p) of C(Qj) into the kernel N(JDP) of B* devised by Silva in his axiomatic
construction of the theory of distributions [8], where the projective operator
P{p) has been defined as follows. Choose any distinct p points aiu <xi2, •• , oiip

in each # raxis such that — Xj<an<09 — λy<α, 2 < 0 , •• , —\j<aip<0. Using
the projective operators P^°: C(Qy) -+ N(ΌP.) defined by

pcί) _ y (χi — an) (xi — QLhki)(χi — aik+i) (χi--aip)

g(xi,' Ί Xi-lAik, Xi + U '^Xn)

for any g e C(Qy), where N(DP.) is the kernel of B*. = (-^—)p

9 P(p) is given by
\ OX{ /

the equation P{p) = l - (1 - P[p))(l - P^) (1 - Pcf). From this construction of
P(p\ it can be easily seen that f-p™ f=O outside Q). Then it is sufficient to
consider /— P(p) f instead of /. Let / be equal to / on (5, and zero elsewhere.
If we put S=Όpf, then it is clear that S e @'Γo and Γ|Qy = SjQy, so that the
condition of Proposition 2 is verified.

Let &o(Qy) be the space of the continuous functions / on Qj with support
in Q'j and norm [[/(( = max \f(χ)\. Let &p(Qj) be the space of the distributions

xξQj

B^/with fe K0(Qy). When Ώpf=O, f must be identically zero. This follows
from the consideration of the projective operator P(p) stated above. In fact,
then / coincides with P(p)f which will be identically zero as seen from the ex-
pression of P\»f. Setting |[Bγi| = |[/)|, the space <£*(Qy) becomes a Banach space
with norm | |Bγ | | . Now consider the mapping hp+ιfP: &P(QJ)->&P+I(QJ) defined

by Ώpf-^Όp+1g, whereg(x)=\Xn - [Xίf(tU' ,tn)dtvdtn. It is clear that DY and
Jo Jo
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Ώp+1g coincide as distributions on (5/. Since the mapping f-^g is compact, it
follows from the definition of the norms in these two spaces that hp+hp is also
compact. Therefore the inductive limit (£(Q/) of {&p(Qj): hp+ι>p}, p = 0,1,2,•••,
is a Silva space. The space (£(Qy) just obtained is the same space (£(Qy) as
considered in Section 2 for the case F= Γo. Thus @'Γo is the protective limit
of K(Qy) with the projections <£(Q, +i)

From these considerations together with the fact that any Silva space
possesses the strict condition of convergence of Mackey [3], we see that, if
we are given a bounded subset of @'ΓQ, then its restriction on Qy can be repre-
sented algebraically as well as topologically by a bounded subset of &p(Qj) for
some integer p.

Vasilach [9] considered the space lim ind &Γj where Γj is the displace-

ment of Γo by the vector (j,••-,]), / being an integer. And he tried to show

that the space lim ind &Γ. is barrelled for n^>l. His method of proof, how-

ever, is only applicable to the case n = 1.

The same arguments as above can be applied to the case where F is the
semi-space {x e Rn: %n >̂ 0}.
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